
Computer Science is...
Programming language theory

 ● There are many families of related languages: object-
oriented, dynamic, concurrent, procedural, declarative, 
functional, etc. etc. etc.

● Many design decisions behind each programming 
language have theoretical (mathematical) foundations

● “Classic” research areas:
● type systems
● semantics; evaluation order
● program transformations (compilers)



(Subtyping) Polymorphism 
-- Programming Language Theory

Inheritance
--Application of PL theory to Java

Interfaces
--Another Application of PL theory to Java



Review: the relationship between 
classes and data types



Some data types are related to each other

The subtyping relation.
● Example: we can use an int wherever a double 

is expected. 

In Java, the int is “converted” to a double:
● double a = 5;  // assignment conversion

● public boolean isNegative(double a) 
// it is legal to call isNegative(3)



int is a subtype of double

● In other words:
● “Any int can be used as a double”
● “The data type int is more constrained than the 

data type double.”



“Any int can be used as a double”

● This is what the term “polymorphism” is 
referring to: 
● The data type int can also be treated as a double, 

so it has “many forms” (poly + morph)



double is not a subtype of int

● If an int is expected, using a double instead 
doesn't make sense (and that's why the Java 
compiler rejects this type of behaviour)
● Example: 
int j = 5.3 //this implies a loss of information

● Example: 
boolean isPrime(int s)
// only whole numbers can be prime or not; the
// definition doesn't apply to doubles



How subtyping is manifested in Java

● conversion between primitive types (like we just 
saw with int and double)

The focus of this week's lectures:
● Inheritance from one class to another
● Interfaces



Inheritance



Many classes naturally have 
common behaviours/attributes

● Say we define the following classes:
● GeometricObject
● Circle
● Rectangle
● Square

● Rather than defining each of these classes 
independently, we can define them as part of a 
hierarchy

● Saves us from writing the same code over and 
over.



GeometricObject

Circle Rectangle

Square

Hierarchy of classes

A class can have 
many “children” but 
at most one 
“parent”. 



GeometricObject

Circle Rectangle

Square

Hierarchy of classes

A class can have 
many “children” but 
at most one 
“parent”. 

Tile



Rectangle.java, Circle.java, GeometricObject.java



GeometricObject

Circle Rectangle

Hierarchy of classes: the “extends” keyword

ex
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extends



Subclass vs. Superclass

public class Rectangle extends GeometricObject{
    // blah blah
}



Subclass vs. Superclass

GeometricObject

Circle Rectangle

ex
te
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Java: Lots of Synonyms

● Circle and Rectangle extend GeometricObject
● Circle and Rectangle are subclasses of 

GeometricObject. GeometricObject is a 
superclass.

● Circle and Rectangle are derived from 
GeometricObject. GeometricObject is a base 
class, or a parent class.

● Circle and Rectangle are child classes.



Relationship between Java 
inheritance and subtyping

● When we write a class that describes a 
category of objects, we are defining a data 
type.

● When we write a class that “extends” another, 
we create a subtype relationship between the 
corresponding data types.
● e.g. variables of type Rectangle also have type 

GeometricObject: Rectangle is a subtype of 
Geometric object.



Do the following statements compile?
(recall: you can use a subtype wherever a supertype is expected)

Circle sun = new Circle(5);

/* statement 1 */
GeometricObject g = sun;

/* statement 2 */
Circle moon = g;



Inheritance and subtyping are not 
the same thing

● Subtyping is a general 
relationship between 
data types. 

● The idea of “inheriting” 
methods so you don't 
have to rewrite them is 
not subtyping.

● Inheritance is a relationship 
between the code of one 
class and the code of 
another class.

● Inheritance is one of the 
ways Java provides 
subtyping for reference 
types.

● Inheritance does not apply 
to primitive types, but 
subtyping does.



Some technical details about inheritance



Access modifiers

● Only public methods are inherited from parent 
class.
● Constructors are not inherited.

● All fields (private and public) are inherited from 
parent class, but parent's private fields cannot 
be used in code for child class. (They are not in 
scope.)



Constructors

● You can use super(...) to call parent constructor 
from first line of child constructor.

● Every child's constructor implicitly calls its 
parent's no-parameter constructor as first 
instruction unless otherwise specified.
● (See constructor-demo1)

public ClassName(int a)
{  
  // blah blah
}

public ClassName(int a)
{ super(); 
  // blah blah
}

equivalent



Draw hierarchy; predict output.

public class Faculty extends Employee{

  public static void main(String[] args) {

    new Faculty();

  }

  public Faculty(){ System.out.println(“a”); }

 }

class Employee extends Person{

  public Employee(){

    new Employee(“b”);

    System.out.println(“c”); 
  }

  public Employee(String s){ System.out.println(s); }

}

class Person { 

  public Person(){ System.out.println(“e”); }

}



What if child has a field of same 
name as field in parent?

● Then the parent's field is hidden.

public class B extends A
{
  double size;
  boolean happy;
  // some methods
}

public class A
{
  int size;
  int weight;
  // some methods
}

B has fields:
● int weight (from parent)
● double size
● boolean happy



What if child has an instance method with same 
signature and return type as instance method in parent?

● This is called overriding
● A child class provides an alternative definition for a 

method that it has inherited



Overriding vs. Overloading

class Test{

  public static void main(String[] args){

    Dog fido = new Dog();

    fido.p(10);

    fido.p(10.0);

  }

}

class Mammal {

  public void p(double i){ 
    System.out.println(i * 2);

  }

}

class Dog extends Mammal {

  // This method overrides the method
  // in Mammal

  public void p(double i) {

    System.out.println(i);

  }

}

class Test{

  public static void main(String[] args){

    Dog fido = new Dog();

    fido.p(10);

    fido.p(10.0);

  }

}

class Mammal {

  public void p(double i){ 
    System.out.println(i * 2);

  }

}

class Dog extends Mammal {

  // This method overloads the method
  // in Mammal

  public int p(int i) {

    return i * 2;

  }

}



GeometricObject

Circle Rectangle

Square

Inheriting from ancestors

A class inherits 
attributes and 
behaviours from all 
its ancestors.

The “nearest” 
version of the 
method/field is the 
one that is 
inherited.



The Object class is the root of the 
class hierarchy

● Every class (String, Rectangle, Scanner, 
GameOfLife) is a subclass of the Object class
● inherits methods like toString(), equals()

public ClassName extends Object
{  
  // blah blah
}

public ClassName
{  
  // blah blah
}

equivalent



GeometricObject

Circle Rectangle

Square

(Full) Hierarchy of classes

Object



ObjectDemo.java



You've already used inheritance lots of times

● Example: the ArrayList class “contains()” 
method
● // suppose list is an ArrayList of Cells

Cell c = new Cell(true, env, 5, 3);
boolean status = list.contains(c);

● The contains() method calls the equals() method 
that belongs to c. Since Cell doesn't implement an 
equals() method itself, the equals() method 
inherited from Object is used.



Subtype Polymorphism in Java

● A variable of type Rectangle can be used 
wherever a GeometricObject is expected.
● Inheritance produces subtypes

● Why is subtyping cool? You can write very 
general, abstract code
● e.g. a method that sorts any kind of ArrayList 

(ArrayList<String>, ArrayList<Fraction>) 



PolymorphismDemo.java



Another subtyping example

Object o = new GeometricObject();

// How does this work?

// Does o behave like an Object or
// like a GeometricObject?

System.out.println(o.toString());



Another subtyping example

Object o = new GeometricObject();

// the toString() method of 
// GeometricObject will be used.

System.out.println(o.toString());



Reference-type variables have an 
actual type and a declared type

Object o = new GeometricObject();

declared 
type

actual 
type



Declared type vs. actual type

Object o = new GeometricObject();

what we tell
the compiler

(declared type)

what is actually used
when we run the program



Declared type vs. actual type

Object o = new GeometricObject();

compile-time
(declared)

run-time
(actual)



Dynamic Binding

● A variable's actual type determines the 
behaviour of the variable when program runs

● When instance method is called (like o.toString()), 
the definition from the nearest ancestor of 
actual type of calling object is used.
● This can get confusing. See polyEx2.txt

● In the case of o, the nearest definition of 
toString() is in GeometricObject





Announcements

● Assignment 5 is out! Last one!
● (Hang in there, just a few more weeks!)

● Maja sucks: I'm not finished grading the 
midterms yet. Had to focus on A4 and A5 
instead. Sorry :( 
● If you're worried/curious about your midterm, we 

can go over it together in my office before it's 
graded. (E-mail me for an appointment.)



Summary of Tuesday

● subtyping is a relationship between data types
● polymorphism refers to the idea that you can use 

a subtype wherever a supertype is expected

● Java gives us subtyping through 
● primitive types

– e.g. int is a subtype of double
● inheritance (the “extends” keyword)
● interfaces (what we'll be talking about today)



GeometricObject

Circle Rectangle

Square

Example: hierarchy of classes
(via extends keyword)

Object



Example consequence of subtyping

Because GeometricObject is a subtype of Object, 
the following statement is legal in Java.

Object o = new GeometricObject();



Reference-type variables have an 
actual type and a declared type

Object o = new GeometricObject();

declared type

this is what the 
compiler is aware of

compiler: “I'm not sure what o
is capable of. All I know for 
sure is that o can do what

an Object can do.”

actual type

this is what determines
the behaviour of the

variable o at run-time



Dynamic Binding

● A variable's actual type determines the 
behaviour of the variable when program runs

● When instance method is called (like o.toString()), 
the definition from the nearest ancestor of 
actual type of calling object is used.
● This can get confusing! (See polyEx2.txt)

● In the case of variable o, the nearest definition 
of toString() is in GeometricObject



DynamicBindingDemo.java



  

Polymorphism and arrays
• Arrays of superclass types can store any subtype as elements.

GeometricObject e = { new Circle(), new Rectangle () };

for (int i = 0; i < e.length; i++) {

  System.out.println(e[i].toString());

}
    

(See polyEx.txt)



  

Casting objects
• The compiler is stupid: a variable can only call its type's methods, not a subtype's.

i.e the code we're allowed to write is determined by the declared types

GeometricObject ed = new Circle();
int r = ed.getColor();  // ok; it's in GeometricObject
ed.getRadius();         // compiler error

– The compiler's reasoning is, “variable ed could store any kind of 

GeometricObject, and not all GeometircObjects have a radius.”

•To use Circle methods on ed, we can cast ed.
             

((Circle) ed).getRadius();              // shorter version



  

Casting Objects

Casting doesn't actually change the object's 

behavior.

It just gets the code to compile.



  

Casting objects: instanceof

●  “(SomeClass) x” only works when x is actually an 
instance of SomeClass
● The following will produce a run-time error:

GeometricObject b = new GeometricObject();
((Circle) b).getRadius();

● Fortunately, you can check whether x is an instance of 
SomeClass or not:
● if( b instanceof Circle){

  // we can cast b to Circle without causing a run-time error
}



Example: instanceof

Object myObject = new Circle();

if (myObject intanceof Circle){

  // casting is necessary here

  System.out.println(((Circle) myObject).getDiameter());

}

// Other examples:

// myObject instanceof Object is TRUE
// myObject instanceof GeometricObject is TRUE



CastingDemo.java
(plus a good example of generic programming)



Fill in the computeTotalArea() method

double computeTotalArea(ArrayList<GeometricObject> l)

● Given a list of shapes, return their total area

● There are two possible kinds of shapes: Rectangle, Circle

● Each kind of shape has its own getArea() method

● Note that since l is an ArrayList<GeometricObject>, the 
expression l.get(0) represents an object of type 
GeometricObject.

  



  

Interfaces



  

Another way to get subtyping: 
interfaces

● Inheritance represents an “is-a” relationship
● a Circle is a GeometricObject

● Interfaces represent a “has-this-property” 
relationship
● a Fruit has the property of being Edible



Edible.java (interface)

public interface Edible {

  /** Describe how to eat */

  public abstract String howToEat();

}



  

Interfaces: overview

● An interface is like a contract
● As a programmer, you can guarantee to others that 

your class can be interacted with in a particular way
● Other programmers can then write very general 

code to deal with all objects that can be interacted 
with in that particular way

● Everything I showed you so far about 
subtyping, instanceof, casting, declared vs. 
actual type: this all applies to interfaces too!



  

Interfaces: how to use them

● Restrictions:
● We cannot instantiate interfaces

– No: Edible x = new Edible();
● Interfaces cannot extend classes

● However, can use interface in type declarations

Edible somefood = new Fruit();



The Apple class implements Edible

class Apple implements Edible {

  public String howToEat() {

    return "Apple: Make apple cider";

  }

  public boolean isTasty(){

    return true;

  }

}



  

Major difference: 
implementing multiple interfaces

● A single class can only extend (inherit from) 
one parent class.

● But a single class can implement many 
interfaces.

public class Tiger extends Animal implements Dangerous, Edible

public class Bird implements Airborne, Edible



A commonly used interface:
Comparable (from java.lang)

package java.lang;

public interface Comparable{
  public abstract int compareTo(Object o);
}



A generic max() method

public class Max{

  public static Comparable max(Comparable o1, Comparable o2)
  {

    if(o1.compareTo(o2) > 0)

      return o1;

    else

      return o2;

  }
}



Exercise: design a comparable 
Rectangle

public class ComparableRectangle 
extends Rectangle implements Comparable 
{

  // fill this in

}
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